Once again this year the Jefferson Dad Vail Regatta has organized a racing schedule with progressions which permit almost every rower the opportunity to race twice. Accordingly, anticipate more time trials and multi-level finals.

Progression will depend on the number of entries in a particular event.

Six or less entries in an event will result in a straight final and crews will race but once.

Seven (7) to eighteen (18) entries in an event will result in either 2 or 3 semi-finals depending on the total number of entries, culminating in a grand final and a petit final. If more than 12 crews enter the event, there will be a 3rd level final.

All events with more than eighteen (18) entries will begin with time trials. The top eighteen (18) finishing times, will follow a traditional progression. Crews finishing with times outside the top eighteen (18) finishing times, will compete in a fourth (4th), fifth (5th) or sixth (6th) etc. level final based on finishing time recorded for the time trial.

Seeding for top eighteen (18) crews will determine positioning for progression, (The crews recording the top eighteen (18) finishing time results in time trial, will be seeded based on time trial results into three (3) semi-finals.) The top 2 from each semi-final progress to the grand final, the third and fourth place crews from each semi-final will progress to a petit final, and the fifth and sixth place crews from each semi-final will progress to a 3rd level final.

Register early, and enjoy collegiate rowing at the finest Regatta in North America on the Schuylkill River - America's River!